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I. INTRODUCTION

The Supreme Court of Canada has stated that “independence of the Bar from the state in all its pervasive manifestations is one of the hallmarks of a free society”; lawyers must be “free to represent citizens without fear or favour in the protection of individual rights and civil liberties against incursions from any source, including the state.” Independence of the bar is constitutionally protected.

Lawyers in Canada rely on the constitutional principle of independence to justify the self-regulatory powers they enjoy, emphasizing the importance of ensuring lawyers are free from unwarranted state interference in the
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representation of their clients. For example, the former president of the Law Society of British Columbia, Gordon Turriff, has identified independence of the bar as requiring that lawyers “be free of all influences that might impair their ability to discharge the duty of loyalty they owe each of their clients.” He has argued that the significance of this independence is such that the legislative grant of power to the provincial law societies is not the source of lawyers’ self-regulatory authority, but is rather an irrevocable legislative recognition of that authority:

The staunchest independence champions maintain that the statute does not give lawyers independence and does not extend them the privilege of self-governance. Rather, we say that the statute was enacted to aid us in acting independently and as a recognition of self-governance as a necessary condition of independence. If independence were a gift of the legislature, not a constitutional imperative, it would be a gift that could be taken back by legislators who were unhappy with challenges lawyers made to state action, and if self-governance were a privilege, it would be a privilege that could be revoked if the self-governors offended the state.

Not everyone accepts this perspective on what independence of the bar means or requires, however. Academics writing about independence generally recognize its importance but view conventional descriptions of such independence, including the type of descriptions given by the Supreme...
Court, as too one-sided. They argue that as much as independence from the state, lawyers require independence from their clients, and from the corrupting influence of market forces. Pressures from the market lead lawyers to favour advocacy for power and the status quo, rather than advocacy for the truly disadvantaged or vulnerable. Pressures from clients lead lawyers to simply do what they are asked to do, without independent consideration of what the law, understood purposefully, would permit. To be sufficient, a definition of independence of the bar must include independence from any force that will undermine the lawyer’s fulfillment of her legal and ethical obligations:

As an advocate, a lawyer must sometimes resist state authority and public opinion to resolve ambiguities in favor of preserving her client’s rights. I call this “client motivated” independence. As an officer of the court, on the other hand, the lawyer must sometimes resist any public or private actor, including her client, who seeks to pressure her into resolving an ambiguous legal command in a manner that undermines its fundamental purposes or otherwise damages the legal framework. I call this “publicly motivated” independence.

Furthermore, those skeptical of self-regulation suggest that independence of the bar does not inexorably lead to self-regulation as a model for governance of the legal profession. Given the use of different regulatory models in other liberal democracies, self-regulation cannot be demonstrated.
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8 Philip Girard, "The Independence of the Bar in Historical Perspective: Comforting Myths, Troubling Realities" in *In the Public Interest*, supra note 3, 45 at 75-79: "[A] study of the ideals and aspirations of the Bar in the early decades of the twentieth century suggests a climate in which bar leaders defined the proper province of the legal profession as the defence of the state, business interests, and the status quo" (at 77).

9 David Wilkins, “Who Should Regulate Lawyers?” (1992) 105:4 Harv L Rev 801 at 865. See also W Wesley Pue, “Death Squads and ‘Directions over Lunch’: A Comparative Review of the Independence of the Bar” in *In the Public Interest*, supra note 3 at 84; *Final Report to Convocation*, supra note 6. The Law Society Task Force Report notes that the forces from which lawyers need to be independent also include freedom from other regulators and the courts.
to be necessary for the accomplishment of an independent profession, and it cannot plausibly be suggested that different regulatory models will inevitably create improper interference with lawyer independence.\(^\text{10}\)

In general, the academics and skeptics (whom I’ll collectively call “the critics”) appear to have the better of this argument. They acknowledge that independence is important, but they complicate the analysis of what independence means, and they point out the empirical weakness in any simplistic connection between independence and self-regulation. There are, however, problems with their analysis as well. Most significantly, while the critics are correct that independence of the bar must involve more than freedom from state interference, their own analysis and articulation of independence of the bar rests on a particular conception of the ethical and legal duties of the lawyer, one which at best is more controversial than the critics acknowledge, and at worst is both inconsistent with the norms of our system of laws and does not properly respect the authority and legitimacy of law as a form of social co-operation. Indeed, the dispute between independence-championing lawyers such as Turiff and the critics is, at heart, a dispute about the nature of lawyers’ legal and ethical duties, and not about independence of the bar at all. And the problem with the dispute is that on the one hand the lawyers (and even the Supreme Court) do not sufficiently articulate or defend the underlying legal and ethical duties of the lawyer on which they rely, and on the other hand the critics do not articulate those duties in a way that is descriptively accurate or normatively justifiable.

Furthermore, while critics of self-regulation acknowledge that independence of the bar is relevant to the assessment of any regulatory scheme, they tend either to not articulate very clearly what independence of the bar might mean or, if they do, their identification is connected to their problematic identification of the ethical and legal duties of the lawyer, and as such is not especially helpful.

In this paper I argue that in critiquing lawyer regulation or designing regulatory change, ensuring respect for independence of the bar does matter, but that independence of the bar is not, in and of itself, a normative principle against which the adequacy and sufficiency of lawyer regulation should be assessed. Rather, lawyer independence is a mechanism for achieving the normative principles that constitute and underlie lawyers’ legal and ethical obligations. Specifically, lawyers are zealous advocates within the bounds of legality, and they have that role because it is essential for permitting a system of laws to fulfill its purpose as a scheme of social co-operation. It is those normative principles that regulation must protect, and against which the adequacy of any regulatory scheme governing lawyers should be assessed.

Section II defends this perspective on independence of the bar and the identification of the lawyer’s role as a zealous advocate within the bounds of legality as essential to the accomplishment of the law’s ends. Section III identifies the specific set of metrics for assessing lawyer regulation that follow from the identification of the relationship between independence of the bar and the normative content and foundations of the lawyer’s role. Finally, Section IV undertakes an extended analysis of three specific issues with respect to the regulation of lawyers in Canada: (1) ensuring lawyer competence; (2) institutional reform, including self-regulation; and (3) access to justice. I evaluate and critique the current regulatory approach to each of these issues in light of the metrics identified in Section III, using as a comparator recent regulatory changes in England and Wales. I conclude by advocating for structural changes to permit better regulation of lawyer competence and misconduct, as well as steps that should be taken to reduce the significant and increasing gap between legal needs and legal services. This analysis is not comprehensive—it does not address the totality of lawyer regulation, or all of the issues that it raises. But it does consider some of the most significant questions, and in doing so it illustrates what analyzing regulatory issues in light of the need to ensure that lawyers fulfill their legal and regulatory obligations should look like.

II. DEFINING INDEPENDENCE OF THE BAR

To demonstrate that independence of the bar is important only as a mechanism to protect the normative content and foundations of the lawyer’s role, this section begins by describing the traditional justifications for lawyer
independence. It shows how those traditional justifications note the relationship between independence and the lawyer's role but provide a weak articulation of the content of that role. It then outlines the more critical perspectives on independence and demonstrates how those critical perspectives depend on an explanation of the lawyer's role as one of "public-minded counseling". Finally, it critiques public-minded counselling as a description of the lawyer's role, explaining why the lawyer's role is better understood as one of zealous advocacy within the bounds of legality and what that means for the role of independence in critiquing and evaluating lawyer regulation.

A. TRADITIONAL UNDERSTANDINGS

In defending self-regulation through the principle of independence, Gordon Turriff begins by suggesting that the rule of law "is the keystone for order, and the key to prosperity, in all our inter-dependent communities. The rule of law is a conception, a shared commitment to a set of inter-dependent propositions about how people can live together under arrangements that guarantee fairness in all respects". He suggests that one of the propositions underlying the rule of law is the ability of lawyers to be "free of all influences that might impair their ability to discharge the duty of loyalty they owe each of their clients"—i.e., independence of the bar. Turriff thus invokes the rule of law and the lawyer's duty of loyalty as underpinning lawyer independence, as both what explains independence and what independence protects. He does not, however, suggest much in the way of content for those principles, the ways in which they might be complicated in practice, or how they might need to be balanced with other duties. How far, for example, does loyalty go? What, if anything, constrains it? Why would the rule of law be of value unless the substantive norms of the legal system are themselves fair and just? How these questions are answered matters for determining what independence is and what it serves to protect.

12 Turriff, supra note 5 at 4.
13 Ibid.
In its consideration of independence of the bar, the Law Society of Upper Canada Task Force on Independence of the Bar invokes more than the lawyer's duty of loyalty, noting as well the lawyer's "duty of integrity and honesty as an officer of the court." The Task Force suggests that these values require independence of the bar, that lawyers be able to "exercise independent judgment" in reconciling their duty to the court and to the client, and that a lawyer must "remain free of external manipulation, state interference or ulterior influence in performing his or her duties." Again, however, the Task Force does not delve into the meaning of the principles that they say mandate independence. What is the content of the duty of integrity? Is it integrity between the lawyer's professional role and her personal moral values? Or is it integrity in the lawyer’s identification and interpretation of her various legal obligations? What attitude toward the law is embedded in the notion of "officer of the court"? Is the lawyer to seek to fulfill the law’s underlying purposes, or may the lawyer rely on technical interpretations of the law to fulfill a client purpose that the lawyer believes to be immoral? How these questions are answered determines what independence means and requires.

As noted at the outset of the paper, the Supreme Court of Canada has also recognized the constitutional significance of an independent bar for the functioning of the legal system and the protection of the rule of law. Furthermore, the Supreme Court has recognized the constitutional significance of individuals being given the effective assistance of counsel in criminal cases and has noted in various cases the lawyer’s duties of

14 Final Report to Convocation, supra note 6 at 11.
15 Ibid at 11.
17 Perhaps in a Dworkinian sense, in which the lawyer, like Dworkin’s judge Hercules, tries to "decide hard cases by trying to find, in some coherent set of principles about people’s rights and duties, the best constructive interpretation of the political structure and legal doctrine of their community," Ronald Dworkin, Law's Empire (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1986) at 255.
confidentiality, loyal advocacy, and freedom from conflicting interests. In general, though, the Court has not itself recognized the interconnection between the lawyer's ethical duties and independence of the bar, or the extent to which the meaning of independence of the bar might follow from, or be informed by, how we understand the lawyer's ethical responsibilities. Independence of the bar is simply an abstract principle, like freedom, liberty, democracy, or, relatedly, the rule of law, invoked by the Court on its way to making a determination on some particular matter at issue, such as the ability of law societies to regulate advertising. The principle may in some way inform the decision, but the connection between the principle and any particular lawyerly duty or doctrinal requirement—i.e., what it serves to protect—is not very clear.

B. CRITICAL ASSESSMENTS

For Turriff, the Law Society Task Force, and the Supreme Court of Canada, independence exists to protect something of value—the lawyer's ethical obligations and the rule of law—but what specifically it protects is not well explained. This creates some problems, even within the internal argument of the Task Force Report. For example, the Task Force purports to adopt the four meanings of independence of the bar outlined by Robert Gordon in his seminal paper “The Independence of Lawyers,” including the requirement that lawyers' “personal and political convictions cannot be purchased or coerced” and that “a part of the lawyer's professional persona must be set aside for dedication to public purposes.” Yet in his article, Gordon reaches and justifies this aspect of independence by defending a view of lawyers' legal and ethical duties that is not consistent with that generally identified by the Task Force and which, I venture to guess, the lawyers on the Task Force would reject.

18 The Supreme Court's jurisprudence on these matters is discussed cogently by Patrick Monahan, supra note 3 at 121–33.
19 See e.g. Law Society of British Columbia, supra note 1.
20 Gordon, supra note 11.
21 Ibid at 7.
Gordon is, in fact, the person writing about independence of the bar who best engages with the relationship between independence and the ethical duties of the lawyer. In so doing, Gordon rejects the “liberal advocacy” model of the lawyers’ duties in which the emphasis is on loyalty to the client with only the “barest obligations” to the system of laws.22 He argues instead that the duties of lawyers include an active duty to protect the functioning of the framework of law. In general, lawyers “should feel free, and on some occasions even obliged, to promote legal viewpoints and policies differing from those which their clients might perceive to be in their immediate interests.”23 Gordon endorses in this respect the arguments of David Luban and William Simon against the traditional model of liberal advocacy. Luban argues that every lawyer retains personal moral agency and duties with respect to the work she does for a client, and that to the extent a client wishes to pursue ends which are legally permitted but morally wrongful, the lawyer has a duty not to assist the client in pursuing those ends.24 Simon argues that every lawyer has a duty to do that which, in each case, is most likely to promote legal merit, with legal merit defined in a rich natural-law sense—the true purpose and function of a particular law, rather than its technical meaning.25 In a footnote, Gordon cites Luban and Simon and states:

I have to admit that some weariness descends at the prospect of having to explain again, as many have far more ably than I have done in the past, why the Adversary-Advocacy model of lawyering, outside of certain highly structured contexts, is severely deficient as a practical method of realizing any theory of the goals of universal access, even-handed administration of the laws, or simply the goal of client autonomy, in a liberal legal system. . . . But this model [of adversary advocacy] continues to dominate lawyers’ public

22 Ibid at 20.
23 Ibid at 30.
24 Ibid at 20, n 59. My summary draws on Luban’s later work, in particular Legal Ethics and Human Dignity (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007).
discourse about ethics, often without any accompanying recognition of the arguments that may be made against it.26

Gordon's rejection of the adversary-advocacy model leads him to emphasize the importance of independence from clients, rather than independence from the state. It is clients, not the state, who are most likely to push lawyers away from this public-interest conception of the lawyers' duties. He argues that the environments within which lawyers work, their own motivations, and the professional culture must facilitate a "public-minded counseling model of lawyers' work".27 Gordon recognizes the difficulty in establishing such a model but suggests that working toward that project, even incrementally through "modest steps",28 is worth doing:

What is most puzzling to Eastern European dissidents like [Vaclav] Havel, who have so little power and freedom but make every use of it they can, is why Western intellectuals and professionals, who seem to have so much, do so little with what they have and claim to have none. What is needed to produce the "independent life of society" is the will, reflection on how best to use it, collaboration with others, and action.29

This rejection of the adversary-advocacy model also appears to animate David Wilkins' scholarship on the independence of the bar. In his oft-cited article "Who Should Regulate Lawyers?"30 Wilkins acknowledges that independence of the bar is relevant for assessing the merits of a particular regulatory initiative and defines independence as including independence both from the state and from the client. In so doing he does not expressly reject the adversary-advocacy model; however, he argues that lawyers have an obligation to "dissuade recalcitrant clients from undermining long-term legal values"31 and that they must take both client interests and "the public
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26 Gordon, supra note 11 at 20 [emphasis in original].
27 Ibid at 38.
28 Ibid at 81.
29 Ibid at 83.
30 Supra note 9.
31 Ibid at 860.
purposes underlying relevant legal restrictions” into account when advising clients. These statements of lawyers’ duties clearly invoke—and I think are meant to invoke—the same public-oriented model of the lawyer’s role advocated for by Gordon.

C. **ZEALOUS ADVOCACY WITHIN THE LAW AND INDEPENDENCE OF THE BAR**

As suggested earlier, Gordon’s and Wilkins’ public-oriented model is fundamentally inconsistent with how Canadian lawyers identify their legal and ethical obligations. In Canadian legal culture, lawyers understand themselves to be zealous advocates, pursuing the goals of their client without judging the merits or virtues of those client goals. Trevor Farrow has stated that the dominant cultural understanding of the lawyer’s role is “to advance zealously the client’s cause with all legal means; to be personally neutral vis-à-vis the result of the client’s cause; and to leave the ultimate ethical, personal, economic, and social bases for the decision to proceed in the hands of the client.” Lawyer advocacy understood in this way is not unbridled; as the Task Force suggests, lawyers know that they have obligations to the court and to the system of laws. However, those obligations, although real and significant, are also defined and limited and generally focus on the lawyer’s obligation to ensure that a client comply with the requirements of the law. Thus, if the law allows a landlord to evict a tenant, the lawyer may ethically assist the landlord to do so even if the tenant is poor and vulnerable and the landlord’s reasons are morally unappealing. A lawyer may cross-examine an honest person to make that person appear dishonest, provided the lawyer
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32 Ibid at 862.


35 Ibid.
does so somewhat respectfully and without lying to the court. A lawyer may help a corporate client resist the application of environmental standards to its manufacturing plant in a facilities-approval hearing, even if doing so successfully will result in degradation of the water supply to a local community. The lawyer may make legal arguments in court that the lawyer thinks would, if accepted, make Canadian law less just, less fair, or less coherent. Doing these things is not morally uncomplicated, but it is both consistent with, and sometimes required by, the lawyer's role as perceived by Canadian lawyers.

Moreover, while not well explained by the lawyers and judges who invoke it, the role of lawyers as zealous advocates within the bounds of legality can be normatively defended in ways that Gordon in particular dismisses too quickly. Zealous advocacy is not only accepted in Canadian legal culture, it is also consistent with the principles and structure of Canadian law and can be morally justified. Lawyers are zealous advocates within the bounds of legality because the morally and socially valuable purposes of a system of laws cannot be fulfilled unless lawyers play that role.

A system of laws exists as a form of social co-operation. It permits people who have significantly divergent opinions on the right way to live to set out the terms for their peaceful coexistence and to settle their disputes without violence:

Law is a public measure by which one can measure one's own as well as other people's behaviour. It helps to secure social co-operation not only through its

36 The stipulation of "sometimes" follows from three points. First, a lawyer never has an obligation to take on a particular client or case. Second, a lawyer may attempt to dissuade a client from doing something the lawyer believes to be immoral. Third, in some circumstances a lawyer may be permitted to withdraw from a representation. If, however, a lawyer has taken on a case, the client is not dissuaded, and the client's goals are permitted by law, then the lawyer's obligation is to assist the client to achieve those goals, regardless of their immorality.

sanctions providing motivation for conformity but also through designating in an accessible way the patterns of behaviour required for such co-operation.\footnote{Joseph Raz, The Authority of Law, 2d ed (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009) at 51. See also H.L.A Hart, The Concept of Law, 2d ed (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994) at 87, where he describes law as a system of rules "necessary to the maintenance of social life or some highly prized feature of it."}

The law allows people to overcome barriers for collective action, to regulate conduct that the market cannot regulate effectively,\footnote{I am assuming here a market as considered apart from the law, rather than considering the law as constituting the market in some contexts, i.e., that the law affects the market, but does not constitute it.} and to implement social policies that the community believes to be of value and importance. Under a system of laws, people can live freely, pursuing their own conception of the good within what the law permits, requires, or enables. As suggested by Tim Dare, law is a response to the problem of pluralism, to the fact that citizens in a society will have deep conflicts about what constitutes the right way to live. Peaceful coexistence requires a system of rules and principles that reflects the compromise or general will about how those conflicts should be resolved.\footnote{Dare, supra note 37 at 57.} That system is what we call law, and within its confines citizens are free to live the life they choose;\footnote{Ibid at 72.} moreover, they may not be denied the benefits that the law provides.

The substantive principles of Canadian law reflect this perspective on the role of law in a free and democratic society. Across a variety of contexts, the Supreme Court of Canada has held that the state may not act against individuals without legal authority, that the law must be applied in a way that is procedurally fair, and that benefits granted by the law cannot be denied to those entitled to them.\footnote{See Woolley, Understanding Lawyers' Ethics, supra note 33 at 25–31.}

In order to achieve these ends, however, laws must be accessible by the citizenry; people must know what the law permits, enables, or requires in order to live freely within it. The law must be accessible if it is to overcome...
barriers to collective action, to regulate, or to allow the implementation of public policy. Unless it is accessible, the law can achieve little.

Making the law accessible requires lawyers. The law is complex and sometimes opaque, and often its meaning can only be settled through some sort of adjudicative or regulatory process. People need individuals who are legally trained to explain what the law means and to assist them in challenging the law or resisting its improper application. Lawyers have no power to achieve for the citizenry more than the law provides or to do more for citizens than those citizens could lawfully do for themselves, but within the boundaries of the law, lawyers zealously advocate for the accomplishment of their clients' goals and wishes. They do not substitute their own moral assessments for those of their clients; were they to do this, it would replace the social compromise of the rule of law with rule by lawyers. Instead, they work competently, effectively, and diligently—zealously—to help clients pursue their own ideas about how to live within the bounds of the law.

Canadian law also recognizes these principles. The Supreme Court has recognized the need for people to have access to lawyers and the role that lawyers play in the legal system.41 This justification for the lawyer as a zealous advocate itself dictates the limits on that advocacy. The lawyer's role is not to obtain for the client whatever the client wants. The lawyer is not a gunman for hire. Rather, the lawyer helps the client pursue her conception of the good within the bounds of the law. The lawyer must be able to engage in good-faith interpretation of the law, to determine the difference between what the law provides and what the law can simply be made to give.44 The lawyer cannot be a morally blinkered technocrat, ignoring the meaning of the law, interpreted reasonably and in good faith. A lawyer may not engage in quasi-legal

41 Ibid at 32–33.
44 An example of something the law can be made to give, but that the law does not actually provide, is where a lawyer sends a demand letter asserting a legal claim that is not valid in order to make another person do what the lawyer's client wants, or where a lawyer uses delay to prevent a matter from proceeding. On the other hand, pleading a limitation period to avoid a just debt is something that the law actually does provide, not something that it can simply be made to give.
subterfuge. While the law can be subject to varying interpretations and does not always dictate a single response or answer, it also has a core meaning—interpretations that it does not permit and that cannot be reasonably sustained. As suggested by Marty Lederman in discussing HLA Hart’s example of the meaning of a statute forbidding vehicles in the park, we may not know prior to adjudication of the matter whether vehicles include a stroller or an ambulance, but we certainly know that the statute prohibits driving a souped-up Corvette through the park. Lawyers have an obligation to restrict their advocacy for clients to these legal boundaries.

Again, this view of the law as being a legitimate source of guidance to people, as complex but susceptible to meaningful interpretation, is one that Canadian law itself incorporates. In its administrative-law jurisprudence, for example, the Supreme Court has suggested that while in some circumstances the meaning of law is sufficiently ambiguous to lend itself to more than one reasonable interpretation, there are interpretations that are too unreasonable to be permitted, that fall outside the range of meanings that the law can bear.

If law can have a range of meanings, though, then why is the role of the lawyer not more broadly conceived, along the lines of the public-interest counsellor? Why should the lawyer be viewed as a zealous advocate within the bounds of legality rather than as someone who has the additional obligation to ensure that the true purposes of law are achieved and the principles of morality respected? The fundamental problem with giving lawyers the role of public-interest counsellors is that, however much its advocates try to finesse this point, it makes lawyers moral gatekeepers in the relationship with their clients. It requires lawyers to go beyond good-faith interpretation of the law to make moral assessments of the law’s purpose and to refuse to pursue client goals which, although lawful, the lawyer views as morally wrongful. Yet the idea of law as rules that permit social co-operation necessarily contemplates that individuals, within the rules, will make their


46 Dunsmuir v New Brunswick, 2008 SCC 9, [2008] 1 SCR 190; Woolley, Understanding Lawyers’ Ethics, supra note 33 at 31-32.
own assessment of the right way to live. It recognizes that on important moral questions, people disagree, and that the only legitimate restrictions imposed on individuals within the system of social co-operation are the ones that the system itself imposes. This necessarily requires that at points of moral uncertainty the client, not the lawyer, should make decisions. 47

This does not eliminate the moral complexity of the things that a lawyer may do in any particular case. A lawyer who makes an honest person look like a liar may not feel content with the morality of that act, or that having done so is consistent with achieving a life well lived. The lawyer may subjectively

47 The problem with this argument arises with immoral laws in wicked legal systems—when, to use an example discussed in the Hart–Fuller debate, a judge makes a statement that a person has committed treason, where the statutory definition of treason is indefensible and, in any event, there is no legitimate reason to believe the person has violated that definition. That judicial statement is not, Fuller argues, law at all, and the question of whether to respect that law in the face of a competing moral claim raises no legitimate moral dilemma; it is the equivalent of choosing “between giving food to a starving man and being mimsy with the borogroves”: Lon L. Fuller, “Positivism and Fidelity to Law: A Reply to Professor Hart” (1957) 71:4 Harv L Rev 630 at 656. Is that sort of “law” something that a lawyer could zealously advocate for, or may argue shields his advocacy from any other moral assessment? In my view it does not. While I enter into uncertain territory in taking sides between the positivists and the non-positivists, I am willing to suggest that any claim the law makes to legitimacy and authority has to be based on some minimum moral content of the sort outlined by Fuller and, more recently, by Nigel Simmonds: Nigel Simmonds, Law as a Moral Idea (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007). Legitimacy does not require that the law have any particular substantive content, and I may even disagree strongly with the moral position embedded in particular laws. However, to claim legitimacy, a legal system or pronouncement must comply with the basic indices of the rule of law, such as publicity, clarity, coherence, and consistency between stated rules and their application. Without that legitimacy, the claim made for law here does not stand and does not provide any moral justification for the lawyer who works within it. And even from a positivist point of view, I would note that in The Authority of Law, Joseph Raz argues that while in a legal system that grants meaningful rights to political participation there is no moral right to civil disobedience, such a right does exist in a system that does not grant the opportunity for meaningful political participation: “[M]embers of the illiberal state do have a right to civil disobedience which is roughly that part of their moral right to political participation which is not recognized in law” (Raz, supra note 38 at 273). In such circumstances, lawyers would have a similar right to civil disobedience and could not claim law as an authority to justify acts that might otherwise be considered immoral.
experience her conduct as immoral. She may do so because, were she to do those things outside her role as a lawyer, they would not be morally justified. Nonetheless, as suggested by Dare, the explanation and moral justification for the lawyer’s role means that the lawyer’s actions are moral, objectively speaking.48 The objective morality of a lawyer’s acts arises institutionally and systemically; the objective moral question asked about the conduct of an individual lawyer is only whether that conduct is consistent with the institutional and systemic requirements of the role, not whether it would be considered moral if performed outside of that morally justified role and not how a particular lawyer experiences the actions that her role requires.49

If this analysis of the lawyer’s legal and ethical obligations is correct, then how do we understand independence of the bar? Nothing in this argument directly indicates that the functioning and point of a system of laws requires lawyer independence; the argument shows only that the functioning and point of the system requires that lawyers be legally and ethically obligated to act as zealous advocates within the bounds of legality. Independence of the bar follows from these obligations just to the extent that their fulfillment requires it—to the extent that lawyers will be zealous advocates within the

48 In this context, subjective means “how I experience the act,” and objective means “can a reasoned justification be given for my actions?” It is a distinction employed by Bernard Williams in the context of utilitarianism. Williams argues, for example, that a person who kills one person to save 20 may be able to objectively justify the morality of doing so, but will nonetheless subjectively experience doing so as fundamentally immoral. For that reason, Williams suggests, objective moral principles have a limited role in guiding or evaluating human conduct: Bernard Williams, Ethics and the Limits of Philosophy (Oxford: Routledge, 2006). Daniel Markovits has explored in detail the implications of this point of view for lawyers’ ethics and has tried to articulate a modality of lawyering that unites the subjective and the objective: Daniel Markovits, A Modern Legal Ethics: Adversary Advocacy in a Democratic Age (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008). Markovits’ analysis is problematic in a variety of ways. And my point is that our concern, in articulating the meaning of independence of the bar and its ethical foundations, is only with the objective morality of the lawyer’s role; see Alice Woolley, “If Philosophical Legal Ethics Is the Answer, What Is the Question?” (2010) 60:2 UTLJ 983; Alice Woolley “Truth or Truthiness? A Modern Legal Ethics’ Understanding of the Lawyer and Her Community” (2010) 13:2 Legal Ethics 231.

49 For a similar analysis of the lawyer’s role, see Graham, supra note 7 at 47–53 and 69–73.
bounds of legality only if free from external pressures that might lead them, on the one hand, to abandon their zealous advocacy for clients or, on the other hand, to try to achieve for those clients more than the law properly provides.

Furthermore, if we understand regulation of legal services as properly directed toward ensuring that lawyers fulfill their legal and ethical obligations in circumstances in which market forces will not achieve that result, then that is the normative end of regulation and the measure against which regulation should be assessed. Independence of the bar is relevant to the assessment of regulation insofar as regulation should ensure, and should be able to ensure, that lawyers are free from external pressures that might distort their fulfillment of their legal and ethical obligations. Independence of the bar is, in other words, a mechanism to permit regulation to achieve its normative ends—the fulfillment of lawyer's legal and ethical obligations.

How to assess regulation in this way and what it means in particular for the asserted (or challenged) relationship between independence of the bar and self-regulation is considered in the next section.

III. INDEPENDENCE OF THE BAR: METRICS FOR ASSESSING REGULATION

With its relationship to the lawyer's ethical and legal obligations established, independence of the bar's significance for assessing the regulation of lawyers can be more fully articulated. Regulation of legal services does not need to protect the "independence of the bar" per se, but it does need to encourage lawyers to fulfill their duties within the system of laws and to prevent interference with their accomplishment of those duties. This leads to five principles against which to assess any particular regulatory scheme. Does the regulatory scheme:

1. Encourage zealous advocacy? For example, does it create proper incentives to ensure lawyers are diligent and competent in their service to clients?
2. Avoid and prevent initiatives or structures that may discourage or inhibit lawyers' zealous advocacy?
3. Provide incentives to ensure lawyers restrict their advocacy to the boundaries of the law, whether in the context of litigation or not?
4. Avoid and prevent initiatives or structures that may encourage lawyers to exceed the boundaries of the law?
5. Ensure that individuals can find lawyers to represent them, without impediment either from the unpopularity of their cause or the modesty of their economic means?

These principles do not necessarily run in the same direction at the same time; an initiative that creates incentives to encourage lawyers to stay within the boundaries of legality may arguably discourage lawyers from zealous advocacy, depending on where lines are drawn with specific rules or in particular circumstances. Moreover, these principles must in all cases be balanced with the overarching regulatory principles of efficiency and effectiveness, and with recognition that regulation should work in conjunction with market forces that may sometimes be better able to achieve the same ends. A regulatory initiative intended to encourage zealous advocacy that is exorbitantly expensive and of dubious effectiveness, or that ignores the effect of the market on the behaviour of lawyers and clients, does not become a positive regulatory initiative simply because its intentions are otherwise normatively justifiable.

It must also be noted that these criteria can be used to assess any regulatory initiative in relation to the regulation of legal services. Barry Barton has defined regulation as

a process intended to alter activity or behaviour . . . often by restricting behaviour, but at times enabling or facilitating behaviour that would otherwise not be possible. It is systematic and intentional. It is goal-oriented, even if there are multiple goals, and even if the goals get forgotten.50

Barton further suggests that regulation is institutionalized, involves discretionary judgment, is deliberate, and operates in the public sphere.51 This means that regulation can include not only traditional regulatory structures such as law societies, but also other regulatory activities that affect


51 Ibid.
how lawyers intersect with clients and the legal system. These would include facilitative activities such as the funding of legal aid and judicial decisions about the duties and obligations of lawyers. While some of these regulatory activities may have additional normative principles they need to satisfy, since they involve more than the regulation of lawyers, they should also be assessed in light of the regulatory criteria.

It should further be acknowledged that the fifth principle is distinct from the first four. The first four principles follow from the role of the lawyer, instantiating the basic point that if lawyers are required to be zealous advocates within the bounds of legality, then regulation should be designed to encourage them to fulfill that role and to reduce pressures that inhibit fulfillment of the role. The fifth point asserts instead the critical importance of access to justice. It follows not from the lawyer’s role, but rather from the reason the lawyer’s role exists. As set out in Section II, the system of laws exists to solve the problem of pluralism. It establishes the ground rules through which social co-operation is possible. Given, however, the complexity and occasional opacity of those rules and the need in many cases to have them applied through adjudication, they cannot meaningfully be accessed most of the time without the help of a lawyer. What that means is that, in effect, if people do not have access to lawyers, they do not have access to the law. What happens to them will not necessarily be the application of a social compromise of legality. It may instead be the application of the power of the judge, who may apply the law to facts that may not reflect what actually happened, or without account for all of the relevant legal rules and principles; of the power of a bureaucrat, who either does not understand or does not care what the legislation and regulation actually require in a particular case; or, most commonly, of the power of those with financial resources and market power, who know that no individual without a lawyer can require them to fulfill their legal obligations. In the clichéd expression, lawyers level the playing field—except that the law is not a game and the wins and losses on the scoreboard do not relate only to what happens to the people affected by a particular injustice. The loss when a person experiences an injustice that a lawyer would have prevented is one inflicted on the legal system as a whole and on its ability to claim authority over our conduct.

This is not to suggest an apocalyptic version of how the law is applied to anyone without a lawyer. Much—perhaps most—of the time, companies
comply with the law when dealing with consumers, bureaucrats apply the law fairly to the people with whom they interact, and judges manage to sort out what actually happened and what the law requires with respect to the unrepresented litigants appearing before them. Many of our regulatory systems and even some of our courts are designed to facilitate access for the unrepresented. Furthermore, it may not be that the individuals intersecting with power are always best positioned to determine when the law was improperly applied; if everyone had access to a lawyer whenever they needed one, the people who chose to employ the lawyer and fight might be the most pugnacious, not the most ill-treated.

Having said that, it requires some naiveté to believe that those without lawyers receive the benefit of the law in the same way and to the same extent as those who have lawyers and the ability to access those lawyers’ expertise and guidance through regulatory and adjudicative systems. Inequality in access to legal services may reach the point where it destabilizes the social compromise of legality. This is the case even though some inequality in access to legal services may be an inevitable by-product of a free-market economy and of the accomplishment of other public-policy priorities, such as health care, and may also be consistent with a largely functional legal system. Inequality in access can reach a tipping point; whether in Canada we have yet reached that point or not,52 my argument here is simply that regulation of lawyers should be assessed in general terms to see whether it facilitates or inhibits access to lawyers and also to determine whether it facilitates access sufficiently to ensure the fulfillment of the law’s function as a system of social compromise.

Finally, the possible addition of a sixth evaluative criterion must be considered. In traditional arguments about independence of the bar, the issue for both proponents and critics is this: does independence of the bar require that lawyers as a group be shielded from direct government interference? Does it require that lawyers’ ethical standards be set and enforced by lawyers—i.e., self-regulation?53

52 Which I discuss below in Section IV, Subsection C.

53 Other definitions of self-regulation might be possible; I am using this more conventional definition here.
The five criteria already identified may preclude specific forms of government intervention or suggest substantive content for some of the content of lawyer regulation. On the broader question of self-regulation, however, they are agnostic. Regulation by lawyers or by non-lawyers, with a degree of government oversight or with no government oversight, could, at least theoretically, each be consistent (or inconsistent) with ensuring lawyers’ satisfaction of their ethical obligations. To view a particular stance on self-regulation as necessary for the fulfillment of the five criteria requires an additional supposition: that having non-lawyers involved in regulating lawyers, or some degree of government oversight or involvement, is likely to undermine satisfaction of the regulatory criteria.

Thus a proponent of self-regulation might argue that because lawyers as zealous advocates must be able to speak truth to power and represent unpopular causes, government involvement will lead inevitably to regulation that dampens, rather than facilitates, zealous advocacy. Lawyers are, amongst the professions, uniquely required to act in opposition to state interests and wishes in some cases. Conversely, critics of self-regulation might argue that because self-regulation protects lawyers, rather than the public, self-regulation is likely to lead to insufficient regulatory attention being paid to lawyer competence and client service, undermining zealous advocacy. They might also argue that traditional self-regulatory models pay little attention to requirements that lawyers remain within the bounds of legality. Instead, the regulatory mechanisms that fulfill that function are external mechanisms such as the judicial authority to govern lawyers’ conduct in court and, to the extent it exists, the imposition of liability for harm done by clients to third parties that was encouraged or facilitated by improper legal advice given by the lawyer.54

The problem with all of these statements, however, is that they are empirical arguments without evidence, based on presumptions about what will happen if a particular regulatory regime is adopted. All seem defensible in some respects but also inconclusive, suggesting that analysis will be more
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54 David Wilkins notes the extent to which different regulatory mechanisms are likely to undermine or foster different types of lawyer independence. See Wilkins, supra note 9 at 867–73.
helpful if done in relation to an actual regulatory regime with real rules and
with a real record of regulatory successes and failures, to determine whether
that regime satisfies the five principles. Considering the question in the
abstract does not elucidate the issue or allow for serious debate of regulatory
alternatives. This is in part because arguments of this type do not take into
account the full regulatory structure that governs lawyers in most
jurisdictions, as suggested by the broad definition of regulation. Canadian
lawyers, for example, are self-regulating, but they are also subject to
regulatory incentives and rules imposed by the courts, by other regulatory
bodies (such as securities commissions), and by market forces. Whether and
in what way that overall regulatory structure fosters or inhibits lawyers’
satisfaction of their ethical and legal obligations needs to be assessed in light
of empirical evidence and plausible assumptions about the incentives it
creates. It may be that, when this is done, it will become apparent that some
degree of self-regulation is important for satisfaction of the regulatory
criteria, but that argument must be demonstrated, not merely posited.

The following section will analyze some specific issues related to the
regulation of lawyers in Canada in light of the five principles, with
consideration in particular of whether regulatory changes that have taken
place in England and Wales should be adopted here.

IV. REFORMING REGULATION OF CANADIAN LAWYERS

The motivation for Canadian lawyers to talk about independence of the bar
and its relationship to self-regulation undoubtedly arises in part from
regulatory developments in other common-law countries—in particular,
England, Wales, Australia, and New Zealand. In all of those jurisdictions,
governments have increased non-lawyer involvement in the regulation of
lawyers and have introduced consumer-oriented substantive changes to the
content of that regulation. Canadian lawyers and regulators appear anxious
to avert the possibility of significant regulatory change, in part by pre-
emptively addressing the concerns reflected by changes elsewhere, and by
asserting strong normative claims that would justify resisting those changes,
the most notable of which is independence of the bar. In this section I will draw on the regulatory changes in England and Wales and on the five criteria identified to discuss some specific regulatory issues that exist in Canada: in particular, lawyer competence; institutional reform, including self-regulation; and access to justice.

A. REGULATION OF COMPETENCE

Competence is central to zealous advocacy. A lawyer waving her arms energetically and proclaiming eloquently accomplishes nothing, however stylish her arm-waves or well-phrased her proclamations, unless what underlies them is substantively solid. To advocate for a client’s interests, the lawyer must understand what the client wants to achieve, know the client’s factual circumstances, and be able to identify and apply the law relevant to the client’s circumstances. The lawyer must be able to take this knowledge and implement it through interviewing, counselling, advising, preparation of documents, negotiation, and advocacy. Doing so requires hard work, intelligence, and skill—i.e., competence.

Regulatory initiatives ensure the competence of Canadian lawyers in two main ways. First, tort law imposes liability on lawyers who provide negligent advice or advocacy that results in a client suffering a loss or injury. Lawyers who fail to meet the standard of the “reasonably competent” lawyer by failing to advise the client of the risks involved in a course of action, to identify the law applicable to what the client proposes to do, or to generally provide effective assistance of counsel can be held liable for any
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55 See generally Richard Devlin & Albert Cheng, "Re-calibrating, Re-visioning and Re-Thinking Self-Regulation in Canada" (2010) 17:3 International Journal of the Legal Profession 233. In the article, Devlin & Cheng suggest that Canadian regulators can be understood to be engaging in “defensive self-regulation” in response to regulatory developments in other countries.

56 Woolley, Understanding Lawyers' Ethics, supra note 33 at 71–72.

57 See generally ibid at 71–75.

losses a client suffers as a consequence of their negligence. Second, codes of professional conduct require that lawyers provide competent service to clients; lawyers who fail to do so may be disciplined for professional misconduct. By setting out standards of competence in codes of professional conduct, disciplining lawyers who fall well below them, and permitting recovery for clients when lawyer incompetence amounts to negligence, the regulatory system encourages lawyers to do what is necessary to provide zealous advocacy for clients.

There are, though, significant limitations with these regulatory mechanisms. Both the law of negligence and disciplinary decisions related to lawyer incompetence deal only with relatively egregious cases. Garden-variety incompetence—failure to return client phone calls or simply not being as diligent as the case requires—rarely, if ever, leads to sanctions against the lawyer and is unlikely to be sufficient to ground an action in negligence against the lawyer. Establishing incompetence warranting discipline requires that the lawyer’s incompetence reach the point of professional misconduct. And in order to ground an application in negligence, the incompetence must meet the standard of negligence and the injury to the client must be legally cognizable.

59 See Graybriar Investments Ltd v Davis & Company, 46 BCLR (2d) 164 (available on QL); McCallum v McInnes, Cooper and Robertson, 2001 NSCA 8, 189 NSR (2d) 324; Frumusa v Ungaro, 154 ACWS (3d) 1062 (available on QL), affd [2006] OJ No 686 (QL); Hagblom v Henderson, 2003 SKCA 40, 232 Sask R 81.


Furthermore, there are disincentives for clients to invoke either of these mechanisms, which will result in many (if not most) incidents of incompetence not being addressed by the regulatory system. The law of negligence only arises where the lawyer's incompetence led to significant harm for the client. In a case where the injury was not large from a monetary perspective, there is no realistic possibility that the client will pursue civil liability; the cost of doing so will outweigh any benefit that the client will receive. With respect to professional discipline, the incentives against client complaints are even more significant. The client receives little direct benefit from bringing a complaint to the law society since the provincial law societies generally have limited or no capacity to provide compensation or other redress to injured clients. The usual benefit for the client who complains to the law society will be whatever satisfaction she derives from being told that her lawyer was subject to disciplinary sanctions such as suspension or disbarment. It is unlikely that this satisfaction will motivate most clients to access that regulatory scheme.

This makes competence regulation in Canada, both by law societies and through civil liability, a relatively ineffective mechanism for encouraging zealous advocacy. The possibility of professional discipline or civil liability for most lawyers is remote, even for lawyers providing slow, inefficient, expensive, or inadequate legal services to clients. Perhaps because of these inadequacies in traditional regulatory mechanisms, one of the key aspects of reform of lawyer regulation in England and Wales was the introduction of the office of the Legal Ombudsman, charged with resolving consumer complaints against lawyers. The Legal Ombudsman's office is part of a broader reorientation of lawyer regulation in England and Wales to a consumer-protection model, as discussed in the following section. Its significance here is its procedural and substantive changes to the regulation of lawyer competence.
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62 Indeed, it is only where the damages are significant that the legal action will be worth pursuing for the client.

63 Some law societies may require that fees be reimbursed or that amounts be paid into a compensation fund that benefits wronged clients generally. See e.g. Law Society Act, RSO 1990, c L-8, ss 13–14.
The Legal Ombudsman exists alongside traditional competence mechanisms such as professional discipline and civil liability. Created by the Office for Legal Complaints under the authority of the Legal Services Act 2007, the Legal Ombudsman considers complaints by individuals and small businesses about the quality of the legal services they have received. The Ombudsman determines an outcome between the lawyer and the client that is "fair and reasonable," taking into account how a court would perceive the relationship between the lawyer and client, the rules of conduct applicable to the lawyer, and what the "ombudsman considers to have been good practice at the time of the act/omission." The Ombudsman may require the lawyer to apologize, to pay compensation for losses suffered or "inconvenience/distress" caused, to take action "in the interests of the complainant," and to put right (or pay to have put right) "any specified error, omission or other deficiency." Compensation is capped at £30,000. The Legal Ombudsman may also require the lawyer to refund or waive the fees that were, or were to be, charged to the client. Clients are required to approach lawyers in the first instance to have the complaint resolved and
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64 The Office of Legal Complaints is overseen by the Legal Services Board, which also has regulatory authority over the bodies responsible for regulating solicitors and barristers in England and Wales. The Legal Services Board appoints the Chair of the Office of Legal Complaints. It also approved the Scheme Rules of the Legal Ombudsman that were written by the Office of Legal Complaints and which I have relied upon here in describing what the legal ombudsman is empowered to do.

65 Legal Services Act 2007 (UK), 2007, c 29 [LSA 2007].

66 Legal Ombudsman, Scheme Rules, s 2.1, online: Legal Ombudsman <http://www.legalombudsman.org.uk>. The Ombudsman's Scheme Rules are approved by the Legal Services Board, the general body charged with overseeing the regulation of the legal profession in England and Wales.

67 Ibid, r 2.7–2.8.
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71 Ibid, r 5.40.
time limits are imposed on bringing complaints. Complaints must be resolved by the Ombudsman in accordance with the requirements of procedural fairness, including a hearing where appropriate. The Legal Ombudsman may dismiss or discontinue a complaint if, inter alia, he or she believes that it has no “reasonable prospect of success” or is “frivolous or vexatious;” if the complainant did not suffer “financial loss, distress, inconvenience or other detriment;” if the lawyer already offered “fair and reasonable redress;” if the matter would be more appropriately dealt with by a court; or “there are other compelling reasons why it is inappropriate for the issue to be dealt with by the Legal Ombudsman.” The Legal Ombudsman also has other powers, such as the right to tell a client that a related complaint could have been brought against another lawyer or law firm, the power to investigate, and, if the complaint indicates professional misconduct, to advise the regulatory body responsible for that lawyer. Every time a complaint is made against a lawyer that is not resolved in that lawyer’s favour, the lawyer must pay a £400 “case fee” in addition to any other sanctions the Legal Ombudsman imposes.

When compared to the approach to lawyer competence in Canada, certain features of the Legal Ombudsman’s powers stand out. First, the Ombudsman seems to have the power to address a much broader range of service-delivery issues than are currently captured by professional discipline or tort law. In particular, the Ombudsman may give a remedy where the lawyer has not met the standard of good practice, which could be conduct that was inadvertent or would not amount to negligence. The poor service also does not need to have led to financial harm to the client, but may only
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have caused inconvenience or irritation. Overall, the Ombudsman may remedy any situation that seems unfair or unreasonable. Without a record of decisions or any judicial review of decisions the Ombudsman has made, the exact extent of the Ombudsman’s powers are not clear, but it appears that the Ombudsman can, and is intended to, do more than a court or a traditional disciplinary regulator.

Second, the Ombudsman has power to provide a meaningful and broad variety of redress to clients, ranging from requiring that the lawyer do more legal work to an apology or the payment of compensation. These are remedies that are not available to courts for the most part and are certainly not available to the provincial law societies.

Third, the Ombudsman’s process is informal and inexpensive for the client to access, which is distinct from a court.

Fourth, the Ombudsman process provides a clear incentive for lawyers to both provide proper service from the outset and to address client concerns as they arise. Even if the lawyer only has to apologize to the client, for example, the complaints process will have cost the lawyer £400. While not a large fee, it is enough to make the lawyer want to avoid having to pay it, particularly when coupled with the expense of dealing with a regulatory complaint and the possibility of more significant sanctions if the complaint against the lawyer succeeds.

When assessed against the criteria for effective regulation, the advantage of this regulatory initiative is its encouragement of zealous advocacy, particularly for lawyers who act for the clients who have the least economic leverage against their lawyers—individuals and small organizations. It does not encourage lawyers to stay within the bounds of legality; complaints may only be brought by a person to whom the lawyer has provided services, not by a third party affected by the services provided.79 It may even create incentives for lawyers to exceed the bounds of legality, since arguably a client who has received such assistance from a lawyer is less likely to complain to the Legal Ombudsman than is a client who has been told that the law does not provide the benefit that the client seeks. On the other hand, those
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79 Ibid, r 2.8. A client could conceivably complain if he lost a case because the lawyer exceeded the law. That seems likely to be exceptional, however.
incentives are relatively soft, especially since a complaint that the lawyer interpreted the law in a way unfavourable to the client is unlikely to be viewed as fair and reasonable. Furthermore, as noted by David Wilkins, the clients for whom lawyers will push the limits of the law may be larger institutional clients rather than small individual or organizational ones. Individual clients tend to be one-time clients, to be less sophisticated about the difference between good and poor legal services, and to pay lower fees. This may mean that, with respect to those clients, the risk is insufficient lawyer zeal, not excess lawyer zeal. It seems that, so long as a legal ombudsman is sensitive to the need to protect lawyers who act properly and resist client pressure to act unlawfully, the introduction of an ombudsman’s oversight would improve the regulation of lawyers when assessed against the five criteria.

The problem in Canada is with respect to the cost and practicality of introducing a legal ombudsman into a provincially regulated industry like law. While some provinces, such as Quebec, Ontario, and perhaps even British Columbia, might warrant the introduction of a new regulatory body, a province such as Alberta, which in 2009 had 8,457 active Law Society members, would have a more difficult time justifying that expense. The legal ombudsman would only address issues raised by active members working for individuals or small businesses, which is a smaller number again
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80 As noted by one of the referees of this paper, however, the pressures on small law firms from their clients can also be significant. The existence of a legal ombudsman does have the potential to add to the power that those clients have, and in that way it creates a risk that those lawyers will also be pressured to push the boundaries of the law inappropriately. This is why, as suggested in the text, it is crucial that a legal ombudsman be expressly directed to be sensitive to the importance of lawyers refusing improper instructions from their clients.

81 My only qualification to this is that, as discussed in the following section, I have some discomfort with the extent to which the English regulatory changes seem uninterested in the question of the lawyers’ obligations to ensuring that representation of clients stays within the bounds of legality. While lip service is paid to those requirements, they have been de-emphasized in the code of conduct for solicitors, and they are always less emphasized than consumer interests.

given the prevalence of large-law-firm and corporate work in the province.
Establishing a whole new regulatory structure and system to regulate one
aspect of the activities of about 5,000 lawyers, when those activities are
already partially regulated in another way through civil actions in negligence
and professional misconduct hearings, seems unwarranted in a time of fiscal
restraint and given other public-policy priorities.

It may, however, be possible to use existing regulatory structures to
achieve some of the same ends as those accomplished by the legal
ombudsman. In principle, a provincial law society could not only have the
statutory mandate of disciplining lawyers for professional misconduct but
could also be required to resolve disputes over service between lawyers and
clients. This may not currently be practical given that, as discussed in the
following section, the provincial law societies are old-fashioned regulatory
bodies relying heavily on volunteers or near-volunteers for governance and
for the implementation of many of their regulatory functions. Also, the
current self-regulatory nature of the law societies may make consumers
suspicious about their ability to resolve disputes between lawyers and clients
fairly. However, as I also argue in the following section, it is possible to
introduce consumer protection similar to that offered by the legal
ombudsman as part of a broader set of regulatory changes. What that could
look like is discussed below.

B. THE LAW SOCIETIES—REFORMING SELF-REGULATION

As argued in Section III, the criteria for evaluating regulation of lawyers
do not lead to any definitive stance on the question of whether lawyers
should be self-regulating or on the general structure and approach that a
regulatory regime must take. They do, however, provide a basis for critiquing
and assessing regulatory approaches that may have a greater or lesser
commitment to self-regulation. In this section, after briefly outlining the
basic structure of regulation of lawyers in Canada, I consider whether
Canadian regulation could be improved in light of the criteria if it were to
adopt structural changes similar to those made in England and Wales. I
outline the changes to the regulation of legal services in England and Wales,
focusing in particular on changes to the regulation of solicitors. I then
identify the key differences between the model for regulation of solicitors in
England and Wales with the current regulation of lawyers in Canada, assess
the advantages and disadvantages of each in light of the regulatory criteria, and propose some modifications to the way regulation is done in Canada. In particular, I recommend that the functions of Canadian law societies be divided, with the creation of a separate dispute-resolution tribunal staffed by paid and appointed lawyer and non-lawyer tribunal members. The tribunal would have the mandate of adjudicating disciplinary matters and also client-service disputes, similar to the function performed in England by the legal ombudsman. The existing law societies would focus on other aspects of their regulatory mandate, including more active regulation of law firms and organizations.

1. THE STRUCTURE OF REGULATION OF LEGAL SERVICES IN CANADA

The primary bodies charged with regulating the conduct of Canadian lawyers are the provincial law societies. While lawyers' relationships with clients and lawyers' obligations to the administration of justice are also affected by private law (such as negligence actions and breach of contract), other regulatory regimes (such as securities regulation), and by the courts' inherent jurisdiction over their own processes, the standards of conduct for lawyers are established and enforced by the provincial law societies. Exercising powers granted by statute, the provincial law societies determine the qualifications and character necessary for admission to the profession, write codes of conduct to be adhered to by lawyers, investigate complaints of lawyer misconduct, and, after hearings, impose sanctions for misconduct.

Although each law society has numerous permanent employees to assist in the discharge of its functions, the law societies are governed by volunteer or near-volunteer83 “benchers” elected from the law societies' membership. The implementation of a law society's key functions depends on the benchers. The benchers determine the contents of the code of conduct, chair and direct most law-society committees, and adjudicate disciplinary matters. In Alberta, for example, the majority of the members on any disciplinary
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83 Ontario benchers are paid for a portion of their law society activities.
panel are elected benchers; they are not paid for their time sitting.\(^{84}\) Most law societies have some appointed lay benchers and will include lay benchers in disciplinary panels; however, the overwhelming majority of benchers are elected lawyers. Some law societies—most notably the Law Society of Upper Canada—also have regulatory authority over other legal service providers, such as paralegals, and also have benchers elected from the ranks of those other service providers.\(^{85}\) Law societies are funded by levies from their member lawyers.

Some provinces, including British Columbia and Quebec, have some non-lawyer oversight of the activities of the law societies. In British Columbia, the Office of the Ombudsman has the power to receive and address complaints about the law society’s handling of regulatory matters and has the power to make recommendations “to resolve an unfairness”.\(^ {86}\) In Quebec, there is a distinct regulatory body, the Professions Tribunal, which can review the decisions of the provincial regulator, the Barreau du Québec.\(^ {87}\) This oversight is limited, however, and does not involve directing its management or policies.\(^ {88}\)

The statutory mandate of each law society is to act in the public interest, although many provincial law societies also have the express statutory authority to act in the interests of the profession. A typical mandate is that

\(^{84}\) Nor are benchers in British Columbia or Nova Scotia, although benchers in Ontario are paid for hearing disciplinary matters.

\(^{85}\) In other provinces, regulation of other legal service providers, such as notaries, is done separately. This is the case in both British Columbia and Quebec.


\(^{87}\) Devlin & Cheng, *supra* note 55.

\(^{88}\) The federal Competition Bureau has issued reports on the regulation of lawyers. See e.g. *Self-Regulated Professions: Balancing Competition and Regulation* (Gatineau: Competition Bureau, 2007), online: Competition Bureau: <http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca>. However, the Competition Bureau’s authority is limited to the power to persuade: *Jobsour v Law Society of British Columbia* [1982] 2 SCR 307, 137 DLR (3d) 1.
given to the Law Society of British Columbia pursuant to section 3 of the 1998 Legal Profession Act:

3 It is the object and duty of the society

(a) to uphold and protect the public interest in the administration of justice by

(i) preserving and protecting the rights and freedoms of all persons,

(ii) ensuring the independence, integrity and honour of its members, and

(iii) establishing standards for the education, professional responsibility and competence of its members and applicants for membership, and

(b) subject to paragraph (a),

(i) to regulate the practice of law, and

(ii) to uphold and protect the interests of its members.  

While having this mandate of upholding and protecting the "interests of its members", the Law Society of British Columbia and other provincial law societies do not identify their role as one of advocates for the profession. That representative function is seen as properly allocated to the Canadian Bar Association, a voluntary professional association of Canadian lawyers. Having said that, there is no mandated separation between the two types of organizations; sitting members of Canadian Bar Association committees have run for election as benchers of provincial law societies and the Canadian Bar Association has had an active role in shaping the regulatory approach of the law societies.

2. THE STRUCTURE OF REGULATION OF LEGAL SERVICES IN ENGLAND AND WALES

This basic description of the regulation of legal services in Canada is much the same as the description that would have been given 10, 15, or 20 years ago.
ago. By contrast, in England and Wales the regulation of legal services has been structurally transformed over the last 10 years, a transformation statutorily implemented by the Legal Services Act 2007 (LSA 2007). The most notable aspect of the LSA 2007 is its creation of the Legal Services Board, a regulatory body charged with the power to govern all of the entities that regulate English lawyers and legal service providers, including barristers and solicitors.

The Legal Services Board has broad-ranging authority over “approved regulators” of legal services such as the Solicitors Regulation Authority, the Bar Standards Board, and the legal ombudsman, including the power to govern the standards set and actions taken (or not taken) by those regulators. It has, for example, the power to make rules with respect to the requirements to be met by the approved regulators; the authority to set performance targets for the approved regulators and to take action if the performance targets are not met; and the authority to take action where an “act or omission” of an approved regulator has had an adverse effect on its accomplishment of the regulator’s objectives.

The Legal Services Board is itself required to meet a variety of regulatory objectives, which include protecting and promoting the public interest; supporting the constitutional principle of the rule of law; improving access to justice; protecting and promoting the interests of consumers; promoting competition in the provision of legal services; encouraging an independent, strong, diverse, and effective legal profession; and promoting and maintaining adherence to professional principles. Those professional principles are identified as acting with independence and integrity,
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maintaining proper standards of work, acting in the best interests of the client and with independence in the interests of justice, and maintaining confidentiality. In general, the concern of the Legal Services Board seems to be significantly oriented toward consumer protection. In its 2009/2010 annual report, the Board has a distinct section on “regulating in the interests of consumers” and notes that:

We are committed to understanding and taking into account consumers of legal services in all of our work. We believe that we can only put consumers and the wider public at the heart of legal services regulation if we understand and are able to articulate their needs, views and concerns. We therefore made it a priority in our first year of operation to put mechanisms in place to ensure consistency and challenge in our approach to consumer issues.

In addition to creating the Legal Services Board, the LSA 2007 also requires that all regulatory and professional advocacy (representational) activities by lawyers be separated from each other; in England the two roles have historically been located in the same organization—in the Law Society, for solicitors, and in the General Council of the Bar, for barristers. Now the Law Society and General Council may engage in representational activities, while regulatory activities are restricted to the Solicitors Regulation Authority and the Bar Standards Board.

To fully understand how the LSA 2007 has changed the regulatory landscape in England and Wales and how lawyer regulation in England and Wales now differs from that in Canada, it is useful to consider the structure and process, including recent changes in regulatory approach, at the largest of the approved regulators, the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA). The SRA is the successor to the branch of the Law Society that was traditionally

---

95 Ibid.
97 Regulatory activities for solicitors also involve a distinct adjudicative tribunal, the Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal. For Barristers it appears that the totality of the professional misconduct regulation is done by the Bar Standards Board. See: Bar Standards Board, "The Bar Standards Board’s Complaints Process: Information for Barristers", online: Bar Standards Board <http://www.barstandardsboard.org.uk>.
responsible for the regulation of professional misconduct by solicitors. It has regulatory authority over the approximately 120,000 solicitors licensed to practise in England and Wales and is, since its creation in 2007, structurally independent from the Law Society. The Law Society continues to have the role of representing the interests of solicitors, much in the way the Canadian Bar Association does in Canada. The SRA is governed by the Board appointed by the Law Society Council but made up of solicitors and lay members who are not themselves on the Law Society Council. At present the majority of the members of the SRA’s board are solicitors; however, as of 2013 the majority of the board will be lay members. As noted earlier, the SRA is subject to regulatory oversight and governance by the Legal Services Board with respect to its discharge of its functions.

The SRA sets the standards that govern the conduct of solicitors. The SRA Code of Conduct was published in 2007; however, it was replaced in 2011 with a new code of conduct. The new code is part of a broader shift by the SRA to what it describes as “outcomes-focused regulation”, in which, rather than only responding to specific violations by lawyers of their professional obligations, the regulator will attempt to avoid, identify, and remedy circumstances that create a high risk of professional misconduct. As set out in its policy statement:

Under the historic approach resources were largely deployed in reacting to crystallized risks, events which had already happened. In addition, those risks were primarily defined as breaches of rules (non compliance), rather than their effect on desired outcomes. This is a very reactive way of working and the result of that approach in the case of the SRA and many other regulators was an insufficient focus on tight authorisation [admission] processes (to reduce scope for unacceptable risks), and the deployment of

---


99 Ibid, s 14(6).

100 As described above, see supra notes 91–95 and accompanying text.
disproportionate resources in responding to breaches, some of them very minor, rather than in pre-empting unacceptable risks.\footnote{Solicitors Regulation Authority, “Delivering Outcomes-Focused Regulation: Policy Statement” (30 November 2010) at para 45, online: Solicitors Regulation Authority http://www.sra.org.uk [Solicitors Regulation Authority, “Delivering Outcomes-Focused Regulation”].}

Under the new code of conduct solicitors are given “outcomes” with which they are required to comply, as well as non-mandatory indicative behaviours and notes that direct them as to the sort of behaviours likely to prevent or to lead to violation of their professional obligations. The new code is considerably shorter than the previous code and is intended to give direction to solicitors about what to do, rather than simply providing them with a set of rules to follow or—as it was viewed—to work around.

The new code emphasizes client service while giving less specific attention to the obligation of lawyers to stay within the bounds of legality (although asserting its importance).\footnote{Solicitors Regulation Authority, SRA Code of Conduct 2011 (Redditch: Solicitors Regulation Authority, 2011), The Principles [SRA Code of Conduct 2011] (the principles at the introduction to the draft code require that the solicitor “uphold the rule of law and the proper administration of justice” and direct the solicitor to give precedence in circumstances of conflicting principles to the principle “which best serves the public interest . . . especially the public interest in the proper administration of justice”).} For example, the 2007 code required that a lawyer cease to act for a client where doing so would involve him in violating the law or his ethical obligations.\footnote{Solicitors Regulation Authority, Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007 (Redditch: Solicitors Regulation Authority, 2007), r 2.01(1)(a).} The 2011 code eliminated that rule, stating instead that solicitors must “provide services to . . . clients in a manner which protects their interests in their matter, subject to the proper administration of justice.”\footnote{SRA Code of Conduct 2011, supra note 102, ch 1, Outcome O(1.2) [emphasis in original].} The rules that directly restrict lawyer advocacy are limited to circumstances in which solicitors are appearing before a court or similar dispute-resolution body.\footnote{Ibid, ch 5.} It may be that the draft code does not intend to amend solicitors’ obligations; however, the elimination of the
positive obligation to avoid unlawful or unethical conduct suggests a shift in tone and emphasis. This view is suggested as well by the SRA policy statement that “[i]n the future there will be a greater emphasis on seeking to work with firms to ensure positive outcomes for clients, including constructive engagement with firms seeking to put things right where those outcomes have not been achieved”.106 Indeed, throughout the Policy Statement, the SRA references the need to avoid negative impacts on consumers and, when it mentions a counterweight, references only the need to protect the “public interest”, the meaning of which is not defined or addressed.107

The shift in regulatory style will also have the SRA emphasizing the conduct of firms and organizations delivering legal services rather than only that of individual lawyers. All law partnerships will have to be recognized by the SRA to provide legal services.108

That is not to suggest that regulation of the conduct of individual lawyers will be abandoned. In particular, in circumstances in which it appears that a lawyer has violated his or her obligations under the new code of conduct, the SRA will continue to investigate, prepare, and prosecute cases before the Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal, a distinct and independent statutory tribunal charged with making decisions about whether a lawyer has engaged...
in professional misconduct and appropriate sanctions. The Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal hears cases in which it is alleged by the SRA that professional misconduct has occurred. Cases are heard in public, absent exceptional circumstances, by a panel of three members, two of whom are solicitors and one of whom is a lay member. The process is quasi-judicial in nature. The master of the rolls (a judge of the Court of Appeal) appoints the members of the panel, all of whom are remunerated for their time in sitting, the lawyers at the rate of £575 per day and the lay member at the rate of £265 per day. Solicitors who are members of the Tribunal must have been solicitors for at least 10 years and "may not be members of the Council of the Law Society or have any connection with the Solicitors Regulation Authority." The Disciplinary Tribunal has broad powers, including the power to strike off, suspend, or fine a solicitor.

---

109 The Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal is created by the Solicitors Act 1974 (UK) 1974, c 47, ss 46–49. The SRA does say in its Policy Statement that it will respond to breaches in a manner "informed by the relative risk that any breach presents" so that the response is proportionate: Solicitors Regulation Authority, "Delivering Outcomes-Focused Regulation", supra note 101 at para 87. In 2011 the SRA gained statutory power to fine individuals and firms itself in some cases; in those cases it will not need to take cases to the Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal.

110 Or, in unusual circumstances, others. Anyone can bring a case before the Disciplinary Tribunal, although normally it is the SRA that does so: Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal, Constitution and Procedures: Applications, online: Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal <http://www.solicitorstribunal.org.uk>.
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3. COMPARING THE REGULATORY REGIMES

Based on this review, there are some identifiable similarities between regulation of lawyers in England and Wales and in Canada. When stated at the general level, the principles underpinning the regulation seem to be the same and include fostering the rule of law, the administration of justice, and effective advocacy for clients. Lawyers are still involved in regulatory activities and fund the regulatory structure themselves. In both jurisdictions the regulatory structure is not subject to direct executive or legislative control.

There are, however, some significant differences that have emerged between the jurisdictions. Most obviously, the regulatory bodies governing lawyers in England and Wales are subject to oversight by the Legal Services Board, a regulatory body that is not managed and run by lawyers. While in Quebec and British Columbia there is some non-lawyer oversight of the self-regulatory bodies, in most jurisdictions the law societies are subject only to oversight through the process of judicial review of administrative action or legislative amendment.

Second, the lawyers and non-lawyers running the SRA are appointed rather than elected (although they are appointed by elected members of the Law Society), and after 2013 there will be more non-lawyers than lawyers appointed. In Canada the governing bodies of the law societies are elected and are overwhelmingly made up of lawyers.

Third, the adjudication and sanctioning of professional misconduct cases with respect to solicitors in England and Wales is performed by a distinct regulatory body whose members are well paid and appointed by a judge of the Court of Appeal. In Canada, disciplinary cases are heard by the law societies in panels made up of elected benchers who, in most provinces, are not paid for their time.

Fourth, while the general professional obligations owed by solicitors appear to match those owed by Canadian lawyers, the new code of conduct in England and Wales significantly emphasizes client service over obligations the solicitor may have to the functioning of the legal system. This is in

116 Although that is not the case for barristers, as noted supra note 97.
keeping with a general orientation of the new regulatory system toward consumer interests, as indicated by the statements by the Legal Services Board in its Annual Report, the Policy Statement of the SRA, and the creation of the legal ombudsman, discussed in the previous section. While there have been numerous regulatory changes in Canada, the overall emphasis has remained on the totality of the lawyer’s ethical obligations, and no special attention has been given to consumer concerns. The regulatory model is not generally consumer oriented in that way.

Fifth, the regulation of lawyers in England is shifting, at least with respect to solicitors, to an outcome-focused model, with emphasis on regulation of firms rather than individual lawyers. No Canadian law society has adopted a similar outcome-focused approach, and regulation of firms in Canada is limited.

4. EVALUATING THE REGULATORY REGIMES

When assessed against the normative criteria for evaluating regulation, how do changes of the type instituted in England and Wales fare relative to the traditional Canadian structure? Is there reason to think that adopting them here would improve the ability of Canadian regulation of legal services to achieve the regulatory criteria?

Based on traditional concerns about independence of the bar, one would expect that the changes made in England and Wales would have led to the risk of (or actual) interference with the ability of lawyers to represent clients and to act for those clients against state power. One would expect, in other words, that the changes would violate the first two criteria for assessing regulation—that it not discourage lawyers from acting as zealous advocates for their clients, and that it actually encourage them to do so. As stated by the 2005 President of the Law Society of British Columbia, Ralston Alexander, when he noted with concern the pending changes in England and Wales:

Canadians today have privacy and security over their legal matters and they trust that lawyers will keep their confidences. They also trust their lawyers to represent them fully, without improper influences or pressures coming to bear, even if they may be up against a branch of government. But without lawyers who are independent of the state, such confidence would no longer be justified. And without an independent law society, there are no
independent lawyers. So the question needs to be asked. How far can government intrude into the profession before that independence is lost?\textsuperscript{117}

Yet, when reviewing the changes in England and Wales, it is very difficult to see any evidence of this risk materializing. Indeed, it appears instead that the result of the changes has been to make the regulatory orientation strongly focused on better serving client needs, with “better” defined in terms of the client’s ability to accomplish the goals the lawyer was helping with. The changes in England and Wales can be described as putting zealous advocacy first, rather than undermining it. Furthermore, there is no indication in any of the regulatory changes of attempts to suppress lawyer advocacy when directed against the state, or of attempts to undermine the protection given to lawyer-client confidentiality.

That is not to say, however, that the changes in regulatory structure in England and Wales have had a wholly positive effect given the evaluative criteria for regulation. While the changes appear likely to encourage zealous advocacy, they also appear to do so at least in part at the expense of lawyers’ other central ethical obligation: remaining within the bounds of legality. It is true that the regulatory documents repeatedly mention the public interest and the importance of the administration of justice, but that recognition does not lead to strong articulation of the ethical obligations that follow from those principles. Rather, the strong articulation of what lawyers should do is with respect to client service and the need for lawyers to provide efficient and effective assistance to their clients. This is most notable in the proposed change to the solicitors’ draft code of conduct with respect to relationships with clients. It may be that abandoning the prohibition on representing clients where the representation requires the lawyer to act unlawfully or unethically could be rationalized on the basis that the prohibition asserts an improperly negative view of clients as driving lawyers away from what the law requires. Unfortunately, however, that negative view of clients is sometimes accurate. One of the things that lawyers need to be able to do, particularly when representing clients, is to tell them what the law

requires. Not every client is weaker than the lawyer, and the lawyer needs tools—including in the statement of her ethical obligations—to encourage and empower her to resist clients who are more interested in getting what they want than in what the law provides. The constant consumer emphasis in the regulatory structure of England and Wales may undermine its ability to provide these tools, because it does not clearly and expressly articulate the lawyer’s obligation with respect to staying within the bounds of the law, creating implicit and explicit pressure on lawyers to focus solely on satisfaction of client interests. This is inconsistent with two of the normative principles that regulation must achieve: ensuring that lawyers stay within the bounds of legality in representing clients and reducing pressure on lawyers to exceed those boundaries.

This point should not be overstated. This current emphasis on the consumer does not necessarily reflect how the regulatory changes will unfold in England and Wales over the next several years. Furthermore, there are other pieces of the regulatory shift in England and Wales that may enhance the ability of regulators there to meet the regulatory criteria, especially considering that the substance of those criteria is recognized in general terms by the statutes and other regulatory documents. Or, at a minimum, there are regulatory changes that have been made that are not inextricably linked with a consumer-centric orientation. These other changes include the use of paid and appointed tribunal members to hear disciplinary cases, the extensive involvement of non-lawyers in establishing the regulatory agenda, the oversight powers of the Legal Services Board, and regulation of law firms and outcome-based regulation.

With respect to the use of a distinct regulatory tribunal with paid staff to hear disciplinary cases, this seems to create a number of desirable incentives relative to accomplishment of the regulatory criteria. In particular, ensuring that lawyers are encouraged to fulfill their ethical obligations does require that the powers exercised by the regulatory authority be real and that the regulatory authority be willing to take on cases whenever necessary, regardless of their complexity. As repeatedly documented by Harry Arthurs, it is not at all clear that Canadian legal regulators have been willing to do this, focusing their energies instead on cases that are relatively easy to prove
against lawyers who are relatively less likely to resist regulatory authority.¹¹⁸ That fact is not surprising. The main actors at the law societies are volunteers or near-volunteers. While the amount of time they are willing to give is remarkable, there is a maximum capacity that any volunteer-run organization will reach, and a likely lower willingness to take on factually or legally complicated cases, particularly when there are highly resourced lawyers on the other side. They are also less likely to be able to respond quickly to regulatory changes elsewhere or to innovate in their regulatory approaches, since often benchers will only have a limited number of years of regulatory experience. This means that Canadian regulators are simply less likely to be able to achieve any regulatory objective and are less likely to be able to achieve regulatory objectives such as those I have identified here for regulation of the legal profession, which can conflict and will often require consideration of difficult factual circumstances. Would any Canadian legal regulator be able to effectively address the complicated facts and legal issues raised by the famous US legal ethics scandals such as the role of lawyers in undermining regulators during the 1980s savings-and-loan crisis, the role of lawyers in enabling Enron’s deception of its shareholders, or the advice given by lawyers at the Office of the Legal Counsel to facilitate torture during the second Bush administration? It seems very unlikely.

This effect may be exacerbated when you add in the fact that this volunteer corps is also elected, and that the people electing them are lawyers, not the public. Complicated cases may be ones where the interests of the public and the interests of the profession do not align; there is little incentive for an elected regulator to take on cases or causes where the statutory obligation in serving the public interest may only be achievable at the expense of the happiness of one’s electorate. It is more rational, and therefore more to be expected, that elected benchers will focus on matters that will permit them to satisfy their constituency as well as the public interest—that is, on cases where the lawyer’s ethical failure is morally unambiguous or the lawyer is professionally marginalized—such that other members of the

profession will perceive no threat, and an obvious upside, in disciplining that lawyer.

With respect to the involvement of non-lawyers in governing the profession, if a non-lawyer is distinguished from a "client," this change may also be capable of improving the accomplishment of the regulatory criteria, although it is not certain to do so. Ultimately, the accomplishment of the regulatory criteria depends on the commitment and energy of the regulatory body with respect to the achievement of the regulatory criteria in substance. There is no overarching reason to believe that lawyers or non-lawyers are more likely to be committed to those criteria. The key point—and this perhaps underlies some of the concerns of those writing about independence of the bar, both favourably and unfavourably—is that both lawyers and non-lawyers must have some independence from over-identification with any one aspect of those regulatory criteria. If the non-lawyers involved in regulating the legal profession are all clients focused on ensuring that lawyers think most about them, then one can plausibly argue that the resulting regulation is likely to de-emphasize regulatory initiatives designed to encourage lawyers to stay within the bounds of legality. On the other hand, if the non-lawyers involved in regulating the legal profession are all legislators, government officials, or judges, one can just as plausibly argue that the resulting regulation is likely to de-emphasize lawyers' roles as zealous advocates, particularly in "unpopular" cases. The advantage of involving lawyers is that they are likely to identify with both aspects of their professional role. Codes of conduct and public statements by lawyers generally acknowledge both aspects of what lawyers are to achieve, and my own involvement in the regulatory activities of the profession suggests a strong and consistent recognition of both aspects of the lawyer's professional obligations. Ultimately, I would argue that there is no particular virtue or vice in having non-lawyers or lawyers involved in the regulatory process; the key point is that whoever is involved should be committed to all of its objectives, without undue emphasis on one over the other. That suggests, perhaps, the desirability of both lawyers and non-lawyers being involved, with emphasis on avoiding "constituency"-type governance structures.
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This is so even if some occasionally forget one part during a representation.
With respect to the oversight powers granted to the Legal Services Board, the significant advantages appear to be ensuring additional checks and balances that will orient the approved regulators such as the SRA toward the accomplishment of the regulatory criteria. If you have regulatory objectives that are not directionally consistent, as is the case in regulation of legal services, it seems sensible to think that some sharing of institutional responsibility for the accomplishment of those objectives could be helpful. If one regulator pushes too far in one direction, the other regulatory body can push back in the other. This is not certain to happen, however, since different regulatory bodies may share emphasis on particular aspects of the regulatory agenda at any time. Furthermore, it is not apparent that those checks and balances necessarily require a body with the breadth of power and regulatory scope of the Legal Services Board, particularly if operating within the far smaller legal-services markets represented by each of the Canadian provinces. It seems that bodies similar to that currently used in Quebec, which provides some general oversight and counterweight to the power of the law societies, might well achieve that aspect of the Legal Services Board, while not imposing the same costs and cumbersome bureaucratic structure.

Finally, there is the shift to regulating law firms and to outcome-focused regulation. Regulating law firms can be justified on a variety of levels, although doing so effectively in Canada requires the adoption of a more professional regulatory structure. Organizational regulation is both complicated and expensive, and law firms are far better positioned to resist regulatory action than are individuals. It seems unlikely that effective law-firm regulation can occur given the current regulatory structure in Canada.

The merits of outcome-focused regulation are more uncertain. While it seems theoretically desirable to focus on avoiding serious harm by reducing the likely circumstances in which harm will occur, doing so in practice requires serious empirical evidence about what circumstances will, in fact, lead to harm. That evidence was not apparent in the regulatory materials I reviewed, and there seemed to be no real indication as to how acceptable and unacceptable risks of harm would or could be distinguished. It may be that

---
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the shift to outcome-focused regulation succeeds; however, at this point it is a regulatory experiment with little detail or clarity, about which no safe conclusions can be drawn. Given that it seems unlikely to be a desirable change to be implemented here, although it may be that discrete aspects of the regulatory approach could be considered, particularly with respect to law firms. Once the SRA does articulate what it considers to be high-risk circumstances in law-firm structure or management, that information may be useful to Canadian law societies regulating law firms or organizations.

When reviewed as a whole, the regulatory changes in England and Wales provide some interesting ideas and a counter-example through which to consider the adequacy of the current approach to regulating lawyers in Canada. In particular, they suggest that Canadian regulation of lawyers could be improved and made better able to ensure that lawyers act as zealous advocates within the bounds of legality by adopting some specific changes, modelled on changes in England and Wales but modified to reflect the circumstances of regulation here. These include:

1. Separating the dispute-resolution function of the law societies into a distinct regulatory entity. That entity would be charged with adjudicating disciplinary cases\(^\text{121}\) and mediating disputes with clients, much as the legal ombudsman does in England and Wales. The tribunal members would be paid and appointed by a joint committee of the chief justices of the provincial court of appeal and trial courts and the elected and lay benchers of the law society. They would be independent from the provincial legislature and appointed for a minimum three-year period. This appointment process would be designed to ensure that there was some breadth of representation, but also that the appointees were not focused only on one constituency or were lacking in independence (since judges are also independent of the state). While most dispute-resolution cases would be prosecuted by the law society, private prosecutions and client-service complaints could be brought forward directly by clients or other affected parties. Most client-service complaints

---

\(^{121}\) This would include decisions about whether an applicant for law society admission should be denied admission because of concerns with “character.”
would be brought forward by clients, not by the law society, although the law society would have the option of supporting a client in a case where it thought it appropriate to do so.

2. Retaining the current governance structure of the law societies and their power to determine admissions, set standards of conduct, hear and investigate complaints, and determine which matters should be prosecuted at the dispute-resolution tribunal. The law societies would also have to review competence matters to determine whether they should be brought to the dispute-resolution tribunal, although most competence cases would be brought to the dispute resolution tribunal directly by the complainant. The law societies would also be given an express statutory mandate to undertake law-firm regulation. If they were unable to do so, then additional structural changes would have to be introduced.

3. Introducing a distinct legal regulatory-review office in each province. The regulatory-review office would be governed equally by lawyers and non-lawyers, and it would have the power to make recommendations to the provincial law society when it believed that the law society had failed to discharge its legislative mandate fairly and properly. The regulatory-review office would not have the power to direct the law society to reach a specific conclusion on matters of policy or in specific cases.

These changes are relatively modest and incremental. They largely involve a re-allocation of functions from the law society to a distinct body that would be able to focus on dispute resolution, both in disciplinary matters and with respect to service to clients. They retain a strong commitment to independence of the bar as traditionally understood, with structural independence from the executive and legislative branches of government. It is hoped, however, that these changes would provide a greater capacity in legal regulators to decide difficult cases and to foster the accomplishment of all of

122 If review of applicants' character is retained, however—which is not desirable, but perhaps inevitable—hearings on character would take place at the disciplinary tribunal. See Alice Woolley, "Tending the Bar: The 'Good Character' Requirement for Law Society Admission" (2007) 30:1 Dal LJ 27.
lawyers' ethical obligations, without being limited to consideration only of obvious violations by marginalized members of the profession. The intention would be to broaden consideration of client concerns and failures of lawyers to be sufficiently zealous, while maintaining emphasis on the need to ensure that, in all cases, the lawyer's representation remains within the bounds of legality.

C. ACCESS TO JUSTICE

In setting out the criteria for evaluating regulation of legal services, I included the requirement that access to lawyers be sufficient to permit the law to function as a scheme of social co-operation. Not everyone needs to have a lawyer and not every occasion of intersection with the legal system requires one. However, if access to lawyers is sufficiently compromised, then the force applied to people intersecting with the legal system risks becoming force *simpliciter* rather than force legitimately authorized. The regulatory criteria discussed and evaluated in the previous sections largely presume the satisfaction of this requirement. It is only when clients have lawyers that the question of whether those lawyers have been subject to proper incentives to ensure they are zealous advocates within the bounds of legality has any relevance. The question of access to justice is raised implicitly, but deeply, in all of the preceding discussion. In this section, that question is addressed explicitly: does the regulation of Canadian lawyers provide appropriate incentives to ensure not only that those lawyers act properly, but also that they are available to the clients who need them?

There is reason to be concerned that in Canada, access to lawyers has reached a crisis point, where the rule of law may be compromised. In a March 2011 Public Commission Report on the Status of Legal Aid in British Columbia, the commissioner concluded that the significant cuts to legal aid in that province mean that "we are failing the most disadvantaged members of our community."\(^{123}\) He stated that the gap between legal needs and legal services in the province "has grown into a wide chasm resulting in human

suffering and related social and economic costs borne by our community." The commissioner detailed the extensive testimony evidencing the absence of sufficient legal services in some criminal cases, mental-health proceedings, immigration matters, family-law matters, and poverty-law matters. With respect to mental-health proceedings, the commissioner noted:

[O]ver 400 individuals who are involuntarily detained in provincial mental health facilities have been denied legal assistance and representation in statutorily guaranteed proceedings to review their detention. . . . These mental health patients are left in the unenviable situation of choosing between proceeding without representation or extending their period of involuntary detention. In many cases, the detained patients elect not to proceed when assistance is unavailable or ask for an adjournment part way through hearings in which they are unrepresented. It almost goes without saying that this is a profound violation of the rights of one of the most vulnerable segments of our community. . . .

Other observers have documented similar problems with access to justice. According to the federal Department of Justice, 13 per cent of criminal accused appear in court without a lawyer. Not surprisingly, although disturbingly, those without legal aid are less likely to be acquitted. The Report of the Ontario Civil Legal Needs Project in May 2010 stated:

Low and middle-income Ontarians experience many barriers to access to civil justice, including the real and perceived cost of legal services, lack of access to legal aid and lack of access to information and self-help resources. Once again, the poorest and most vulnerable Ontarians experience the greatest barriers.

124 Ibid at 12.
125 Ibid at 35–36.
Various studies indicate that the number of litigants who are unrepresented by counsel is growing, particularly in family-law matters.128

To what extent can the regulation of legal services be blamed for this state of affairs? A great deal, I suggest. As noted in Section III, regulation encompasses a broad variety of public activities and includes any intentional state effort to alter activity or behaviour, including the facilitation of behaviour. It thus includes regulation of lawyers by the law societies but also governmental legal-aid programs and judicial decisions about the constitutional scope of the right to counsel. Each of these regulatory activities has contributed to the access-to-justice crisis in different ways. In particular, the inevitable gap between legal needs and legal services has been significantly widened by a combination of inadequate funding of legal aid, insufficient attention by law societies and other regulators to failures in the market for legal services, and judicial refusal to recognize a constitutional right to counsel except in a narrow set of circumstances.129

The cuts to legal aid in British Columbia are documented by the Public Commissioner’s report, which notes that in 2002 legal aid was cut by 40 per cent over a three-year period. Similar cuts have occurred in other provinces.130 Between 1996 and 2006, legal-aid funding per capita in Ontario


129 Other factors may have also contributed, including in particular income inequality and the gap between the cost of legal services and the actual income of most Canadians. See Woolley, Understanding Lawyers’ Ethics, supra note 33, at ch 10. The gap between legal needs and legal services was not created by regulatory deficiencies and cannot be cured by regulation. However, regulation can ameliorate the gap to some extent and should be designed so as not to make it worse.

130 See Melinda Buckley, “Moving Forward on Legal Aid: Research on Needs and Innovative Approaches” (Ottawa: Canadian Bar Association, 2010) at 52–53, online: Canadian Bar Association <http://www.cba.org>, although there is some ambiguity in the numbers.
was cut by almost 10 per cent, while during the same period spending on
health care and on education increased by 33 per cent and 20 per cent
respectively. Cuts to legal aid appear politically neutral; in Ontario
political parties across the spectrum were willing to cut this area of public
service and faced relatively little public opposition for doing so. The
provinces appear to be trying to do more with less money, shifting service-
delivery models toward legal clinics, limited-purpose retainers, and the use
of non-lawyers to advise individuals in legal difficulty. Based on the Public
Commissioner’s Report, however, this has not entirely ameliorated the
problems caused by the cuts to legal-aid funding. Furthermore, to the extent
that legal-aid funding has remained constant, increasing expenses associated
with criminal-defence work have ensured cuts to the provision of civil legal
services, as also documented by the British Columbia Public Commissioner.

Legal aid addresses the gap between legal needs and legal services directly
by providing financial assistance to poor or indigent clients. The inability to
access lawyers exists more generally across society, however, in part because of
imperfections in the legal-services market. Regulatory action by law
societies to decrease imperfections in the market for legal services could
indirectly reduce the gap between legal needs and legal services. The
imperfections in the market for legal services relate most significantly to the
non-homogeneity of many legal services and legal-service providers and the

The reports on legal aid all document funding cuts. However, the data from Statistics
Canada suggest that legal-aid funding and representation increased from 2004 to 2008.
The difference appears to be when the numbers are controlled for population growth. See
Statistics Canada, Tables 258-0001–258-0004 (Ottawa: CANSIM, 2011), online:<http://www40.statcan.gc.ca>. Also, in general growth in legal-aid funding is purely on
the criminal side, with the civil side bearing increasing cuts in service to compensate for
increased criminal costs (Buckley makes this point).

of Ontario, 2008) at 74, online: Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General
<http://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca>.

132 Ibid. Although Ontario legal-aid lawyers went on strike in 2010, forcing an increase in the
hourly rates of pay.

asymmetry of information between lawyers and clients. They have not been meaningfully addressed in regulation by law societies, perhaps because of the structural weaknesses discussed in the previous section. Certainly law societies could have taken regulatory action to ameliorate those imperfections. They could, for example, have engaged in more serious exercises in standard-setting for service provision,\textsuperscript{134} played a more active role in regulating lawyer billing practices and information provision,\textsuperscript{135} and taken steps to regulate activities by law firms.\textsuperscript{136} Standard-setting and regulation of billing practices provide consumers with a greater ability to choose between lawyers and increase the likelihood of effective price competition between lawyers; they are thus likely to reduce the cost of legal services to consumers. Yet in general, law societies have focused the vast majority of their attention on professional-misconduct regulation, with particular focus on lawyer trust violations.\textsuperscript{137} As summarized by Michael Trebilcock:

> The legal profession must move aggressively in a similar direction [toward setting standards of professional competence]. After all, consumers of legal services are not interested in the quality of service inputs per se, but only the quality of service outputs. This, for most consumers, is properly their bottom line (as in other product and service markets). In short, a more targeted, bottom line, output-orientated regulatory focus is needed, because that is what a consumer welfare perspective demands, particularly in segments of the legal services market that are particularly afflicted by information asymmetries.\textsuperscript{138}

With respect to the constitutional right to counsel, in speeches dating back to 2007, Chief Justice Beverley McLachlin of the Supreme Court of Canada has raised concerns with access to justice, noting that justice too often ends up being available only to the very wealthy, corporations, and


\textsuperscript{136} Dodek, supra note 120.

\textsuperscript{137} Trebilcock, “Regulating the Market”, supra note 134 at 225.

\textsuperscript{138} Ibid at 226.
those charged with criminal offences, with most legal needs going unmet.\textsuperscript{139} She has suggested that lawyers have a professional obligation to meet this need. Yet at the same time, in 2007 the Supreme Court of Canada rejected outright the notion of a general constitutional right to access to justice that would prevent the state from taking steps that might inhibit the availability of legal services. In \textit{Christie v British Columbia (Attorney General)},\textsuperscript{140} Dugald Christie challenged the constitutionality of a tax on legal services imposed by the government of British Columbia. The tax required that clients pay a seven per cent charge on purchase price for legal services\textsuperscript{141} and required lawyers to remit the tax to the government, whether or not the client had paid the lawyer’s bill. Christie was a poverty lawyer in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside. Between 1990 and 1999, his yearly income was never more than $30,000 and he represented a largely indigent population, many of whom would not, or could not, pay the bills for his services.\textsuperscript{142} The net effect of this was, not surprisingly, that Christie owed taxes that his clients did not pay and that he could not pay, and his legal practice became insolvent.\textsuperscript{143} Supported by the Canadian Bar Association, Christie challenged the constitutionality of the government’s scheme, arguing that there was a constitutional right to access to counsel when a litigant’s rights were at issue before a court or tribunal, with which this legislation unconstitutionally interfered.
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In a brief unattributed judgment by a unanimous panel, the Supreme Court dismissed Christie’s case. It began by characterizing Christie’s position in an extreme form, suggesting that the “logical result [of Christie’s position] would be a constitutionally mandated legal aid scheme for virtually all legal proceedings, except where the state could show this is not necessary for effective access to justice.”144 It suggested that the financial implications of granting such a right would “impose a not inconsiderable burden on taxpayers.”145 The Court then held that the constitution did not grant such a right in general terms, although it might in specific circumstances. The existing Supreme Court case law did not support the position that any restriction on access would be unconstitutional.146 Jurisprudence on the rule of law was unhelpful as well, because while it showed the importance of lawyers in ensuring the rule of law, “general access to legal services is not a currently recognized aspect of the rule of law.”147 Any right to counsel created from the existing case law is specific, not general.148 Finally, the Court suggested that since many factors might impair the ability of an individual to access counsel, there was reason to doubt the evidentiary sufficiency of linking the British Columbia tax to the ability of people to retain a lawyer.149

The flaws with the Court’s judgment in Christie are significant. In constitutional terms, courts have always been able to distinguish between interference with rights and state failure to facilitate the exercise of a right. In most cases, a failure to facilitate, even of a fundamental right such as equality or liberty, is not characterized by the court as constitutionally problematic. Here, the factual issue raised by Christie was with a state interference with the ability to obtain counsel; the issue of whether the state was equally required to facilitate obtaining counsel is distinct, was not raised on the facts of the case, and would have been distinguished by the Court were it to arise.

144 Ibid at para 13.
145 Ibid at para 14.
146 Ibid at para 17.
147 Ibid at para 21.
148 Ibid at para 27.
149 Ibid at para 28.
The principles of law and of logic do not require that the recognition of the problems with restriction lead inexorably to recognition of the need for facilitation. In addition, it seems logically flawed for the Court to recognize on the one hand the role of counsel in facilitating the rule of law yet to suggest on the other that there is no constitutional problem with interfering with the ability to obtain counsel. What if the BC tax had required that everyone pay $20,000 whenever they wanted to obtain a lawyer, provided the matter did not involve fundamental civil rights? The *Christie* judgment suggests that no constitutional problem would be raised by that tax, although I am not sure that the court would see it that way. Finally, the Court’s point on evidentiary sufficiency seems difficult to support. Whatever might happen in general cases, Christie went from practising law for indigent clients to not practising law for such clients, solely because of the impact of the tax. The number of lawyers who are willing to take on a life like Christie’s, earning a fraction of their potential income in order to help the poor, is miniscule; the elimination of the ability of one of them to practise seems self-evidently to demonstrate the interference. Certainly, the Court has needed far less evidence in other cases to make similar factual determinations.\(^{150}\)

For our purposes, though, the logical inadequacies of *Christie* are less important than its effect on the regulatory environment with respect to legal services. The judgment means that governments experience minimal judicial pressure to fund the provision of legal services or against interference with the availability of those services, except in specific cases that impugn significant constitutional rights. Cutting the availability of counsel in family-law matters, poverty-law matters, immigration matters, or in other civil contexts has no general constitutional consequences, and making it even more difficult to access counsel in those cases through the imposition of a tax is permitted by the court.

If this analysis is correct, and the gap between legal needs and legal services is created in part by the method of regulating legal services, then it is also the case that shifts to that regulatory structure can shrink the gap as well.

\(^{150}\) See e.g. *Smith v Jones* [1999] 1 SCR 455, 169 DLR (4th) 385, where the Court asserted that without privilege, people will not speak to lawyers.
This includes, obviously, restoring legal-aid funding to previous levels, but also directing regulatory attention toward improving the efficiency of the market for legal services by, as noted earlier, properly regulating billing, providing greater information to clients, and helping to standardize lawyer services. The revised structure outlined in the prior sections of this paper could help create regulatory resources in the law societies sufficient to permit this to happen. The shifts should also include—although this seems unlikely—a greater commitment by the Supreme Court of Canada to recognizing the role of access to counsel in ensuring the rule of law.

Lawyers do not facilitate the rule of law in the abstract. Ensuring that people can live their lives within the compromise of legality, complying with the law and accessing its entitlements, requires that they have access to lawyers when they need them. Those lawyers must be properly incented to be zealous advocates and to ensure respect for the law. But those incentives have no meaning unless lawyers have clients. Put bluntly, lawyers facilitate the rule of law when representing clients from across society as a whole, not when they represent only the affluent few who can afford them or the unlucky indigent who end up on the wrong side of the criminal-justice system. If clients across the social spectrum cannot access lawyers, then the rule of law is impaired. Indeed, it is arguably at this level, rather than in individual cases in which lawyers are excessively or insufficiently zealous, that the mischief to maintaining the rule of law is done.

V. CONCLUSION

Independence of the bar matters. It does not matter as a generic statement that the state should leave lawyers alone. It does not suggest that self-regulation is an untouchable constitutional imperative. It is not itself a normative principle necessary for the accomplishment of law’s purposes. But understood through its normative foundations in the role of lawyers in a system of laws, independence of the bar generates important regulatory principles by which the regulation of legal services can be assessed. This paper has touched on a few examples of the regulation of legal services in

Canada, suggesting the need for greater regulation of lawyer competence, a more sophisticated regulatory system for regulating the provision of legal services, and a more significant state and regulatory commitment to facilitating access to justice. At any point in the regulation of lawyers and legal services, however, these questions should be considered: does the regulatory measure ensure that lawyers act as zealous advocates within the bounds of legality and that access to justice is protected?